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Part One: What Was Section 28?

Taking the stand in her sky blue twin-set, Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher addressed a sea of waving Union Flags at the Conservative Party Conference of 1987 to declare to repenting applause: “Children, who should be taught to respect traditional moral values, are being taught they have the inalienable right to be gay.”

The right-wing press couldn’t have agreed more. Fueling public anger and exposing a trend they labelled “political correctness” in “lonely left” Labour councils, they attacked initiatives such as the one in Eding which offered support to young gay people by posting notices advertising a gay switchboard. Conservative MP Harry Greenway declared the move “wrong.” The press went on to vilify “prostestant” homosexual parenting exaggerated stories of black lesbians self-defence groups and gay sex being taught in schools.

Behind the rhetoric, much darker forces were gathering, destined to be exposed by an unworkable piece of legislation that would divide the nation.

Section 28 was an amendment to the Local Government Act 1988 and enacted by the Local Government Act 1988 on 24th May. It hatched from a Department of Education and Science circular, DES/208/86 on 8th April 1988, stating “There is no place in any school in any circumstances for teaching which advocates homosexual behaviour, which promotes as the ‘norm’ or which encourages homosexual experimentation by pupils.”

The essence of this message was born again into a record of a Private Member’s Bill, introduced into the Scottish Parliament by Lord Haldwyn in 1986 called “An Act to Reform Local Authorities from Promoting Homosexuality.” The bill was led for the Conservative Government by the Earl of Carlisle, a ‘family values’ campaigner who quit politics after it emerged he had been involved in an extramarital affair with a lady he met at a race meeting. (His wife later took a gun and shot herself).

Dame Jill Knight, Conservative MP for Birmingham, Edgbaston, chairperson of the Child and Family Protection Group, introduced the bill - disingenuously English local authorities, which in those days more concerned control over education - into the House of Commons. It fell through lack of Government support and the announcement of the impending 1987 general election. Knight insisted: “There is evidence in shocking abundance that children, as young as five, are being encouraged into homosexuality and lesbianism in our schools on the rates and against the wishes of parents.”

Thatcher thought the Bill might be misrepresented and even “unnecessary”. Clause 28, as it was known, before becoming Clause 27, then Clause 28, then Clause 29 before going back to being Clause 28 (again), was talked by Tony backbencher, David Wilshire MP for Spelthorne during the committee stage of the Local Government Bill on 2nd August 1987. It was a clause which became it was in a long being put before Parliament to pass. Acts of Parliament have Sections, therefore it became Section 28. To make things more confusing, Section 28 was sometimes referred to as Section 2a after the section that was inserted into the Local Government Act. In debates over the Bill in the House of Commons, there was much talk ofbuggery and the corruption of children. Commune drunk, Sir Nicholas Fairbairn, MP for Perth and Kinross, who died of liver failure in 1995, branded homosexuality “a pathological perversion”. Just three Conservative MPs were brave enough to vote against the clause; gay MP Michael Brown (later ousted by The Pink Paper), they were forced to vote after an anti-gay human rights group Liberty applied for a judicial review to clarify the law in 1958. Telford Lesbian and Gay Youth Group also won a battle with Shropshire County Council after they were closed down. Councillors reviewed the group’s funding after deciding they had not breached any law. The only successful attempt at bringing a council to court was by a nurse – backed by the Christian Institute – who claimed that Glasgow City Council’s funding of an AIDS support charity was promoting homosexuality. She lost.

Section 28 remained on – as backbenchers advocated – as a means of control and self-censorship.

Section 28 was never introduced into Northern Ireland and its imposition in Scotland, Brian Finlay from Glasgow expressed his views in the letters pages of The Herald: “This law was imposed on Scotland by the predominantly English Parliament in London on the grounds that, because of the South of England was largely flat and suited to growing wheat, Scotland must be levelled and the cultivation of oats be proscribed.”

It was in a confused sexual age, before the new millennium, that the Labour Party in a newly-devolved nation saw fit to dispense of a legally-unworkable English Act they felt deserved no place in Scotland. The task fell into the lap of Communities Minister Wendy Alexander. It should have been so simple.
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Southerners Go West

Eight members and friends of the Scotts Border Lesbians GayLine Group have recently attended the second Northwest Pride Weekend in Glasgow. The weekend started on Saturday evening and went through to Sunday morning and was again a fantastic event with lots of support from friends and family. The West Nicolson Street, Edinburgh on Mon 12th Nov from 7.30pm. The event is free (with a collection to support artists) and will feature Alland and Contrabajo.

OUTfront

LGBT Youth Scotland’s Dumfries & Galloway service is to launch a new project which will work with the LGBT adult community and young people under 18, funded by NHS Dumfries & Galloway, to be called OUTerve. Moving LGBT Equality forward in D & G.

The project, the first of its kind in Dumfries & Galloway, aims to connect LGBT adults and by finding out what is important to them, challenge homophobia and transphobia. The first task is to identify people through communities and networks in particular settings and setting up a website. The project will also offer training to LGBT people and D & G staff to help them support others in similar situations. One of the broader aims of the project is to tackle the prejudice and discrimination that exists within the region.

Although the early stages of the project is funded by NHS D & G for 18 months, which will mean the project will initially run until March 2009. Les Mair, the Press Officer for the service and a trained helpline volunteer, plans to be there.

Michael Hawthorne the project manager hopes that the project will prove sustainable and be looking to sustainability for the future. There is a clear need for a project of this type, which will work with young people and adults.

Michael is looking for suggestions from members of the LGBT Dumfries & Galloway community and will tell us that we will be able to do specific adult-focused work, which will be shaped around consultation with the Adult LGBT community of Dumfries & Galloway.

Michael is excited for suggestions from members of the LGBT Dumfries & Galloway community and will tell us what the service to look like. The first major event was a planning residential where service users helped work out the logo for the new project, the content and design for the new project and also some of the needs that LGBT Adults have in Dumfries & Galloway.

Michael is looking for suggestions from the community on how we can become involved with the work or just finding out more should contact Michael Hawthorne at the LGBT Center in Dumfries.

How’s Your Dandy?

Choose Life Group will have information on their My Dandy project, which will work with the LGBT adult community in Dumfries & Galloway.

Bad Borders

A recent consultation involving more than 500 young people has highlighted growing up in the Scottish Borders will not always be a positive experience for lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender young people. 58% of participants commented that school would be ‘horrible’ or ‘bad’ for LGBT young people, with 38% saying they would do something if they felt they were being bullied.

Scots Women Top Wankers

A survey by CupidBay (cupidbay.com) has highlighted that British and Irish men masturbate on average seven times per week compared to women, once a week. But whilst English men do it as average eight times per week in comparison to Scottish (7), Welsh (7) and Irish men (5). Scottish women masturbate three times per week in contrast with English (2), Welsh (1) and Irish women (1).

The 1000 plus respondents were also asked where they masturbate. The men’s common reply from men was, “in front of a computer” (56%) and for women, “in bed” (58%). That was followed by, for men, “in the work” (55%) and for women, “in the shower” (13%). Other notable replies included “in front of the mirror” (men) and “in the bathroom” (women).

Misplayed Bill

Green MSP Patrick Harvie has launched a parody bill in the Scottish Parliament, has been nominated as Stonewall Politician of the Year.

On Wings Of Song

World renowned Gospel singer Delores Berry will be the guest of Hetrosexual Community Church at two special events in the Scottish Borders. Delores will perform at the closet event on Sun 27th Oct - entry to the event is free. An Adrienne Gore Catwash for over 30 years, Rev Berry will also be preaching at the night of prayer service on Sun 26th Oct at 6pm to conclude MCCC’s recognition of Black History Month.

One all are welcome to show inclusive and exciting evenings of music and song which promise to be an experience not to be missed!

Bears

The annual BearFest 2007, was held in October in Edinburgh and was the biggest attendance to date of 200 participants. Highlights were a Bear Treasure Hunt on the Royal Mile, a raffle prize of a £100 tailor made kilts from Celtic Craft Centre, an architectural walk, and a very successful party at Old Saint Paul’s Church with DJ Alan Joy. Many of the featured actresses took place on a man of the regular gay establishments in Edinburgh such as the Clarence Bar, the Newtens, the Steamers pub and the Regent. BearScots AGM will be on Sat 1st Dec in the Regent Bar, Edinburgh from 2pm.

Concurrent and Borders Gayline

Nightly 5-6pm. Phone: Barenthwaite Lake (01788) 770634
DIVORSE GAY SWITCHBOARD (Dundee)
Mon 7-10pm. Phone: Dundee (01352) 205205
White. P.O Box 53. Dundee. DD1 3YX
E-mail: contact@divorceuk.org.uk
www.divorceuk.org.uk

FIFE HATE CRIME REPORTING HELPLINE
24 hours. Phone: Freefone 0800 28 12 12
A freefone number for people who wish to report in Fife to the Constable via a helpline that is manned 24 hours. For further information about the service or becoming a trained helpline volunteer, please come now!

HATE CRIME REPORTING ISSUE
Nightly 7-10pm. Phone: 0131-447 0467 or Stirling (01786) 496483
E-mail: hctr@blacksd.org.uk
www.blacksd.org.uk

LOTHIAN GAY AND LESBIAN SWITCHBOARD
Nightly 7-10pm. Phone: 0131-558-4560
E-mail: help.switchboard@btconnect.com or visitorsite
www.sgls.co.uk/services1

LOTHIAN LESBIAN LINE
Mon, Thu 7-10pm. Phone: 0131-558 0751
E-mail: help.switchboard@btconnect.com or visitorsite
www.sgls.co.uk/services1

LOTHIAN HETEROSEXUAL SWITCHBOARD
Nightly 7-10pm. Phone: 0131-447 0467
E-mail: info@clubindie.org.uk
www.clubindie.org.uk

LOTHIAN GAY AND LESBIAN SWITCHBOARD
Nightly 7-10pm. Phone: 0131-447 0467
E-mail: info@clubindie.org.uk
www.clubindie.org.uk

LOTHIAN LESBIAN LINE
Wed, Thu 7-10pm. Phone: 0131-447 0467
E-mail: info@clubindie.org.uk
www.clubindie.org.uk

THE EYE!
Moscow Pride organisers lose slander case

Moscow gay pride organisers lost an appeal of a slander case against Mayor Yuri Luzhkov and now plan to move to the European Court of Human Rights.

Nikolai Baev and Nikolai Alekseev sought a retraction of Luzhkov’s statement that gay pride parades are “satanic” and asked for 2,000,000 roubles (approx. £160) in damages.

On 29th Jan this year, Luzhkov had said, “Last year, Moscow came under unprecedented pressure to sanction the gay parade, which we are referring to in the other way than as satanic. We did not let the parade take place then, and we are not going to allow it in the future. ... Some European nations blurs single-sex marriage and introduce sexual guides in schools. Such things are a deadly moral poison for children.”

The appeals court, the Moscow City Court, agreed with a lower court that Luzhkov had not attacked Baev personally, but only the gay parade in general, and also concurred that Luzhkov was expressing a personal opinion.

“We are planning to send a complaint to the European Court of Human Rights”, Alekseev said after the ruling. “It is absolutely clear that the aim of the Moscow mayor was not only to refuse the human rights event that we wanted to stage ... but also to show us, as organisers of this event, that we should not organise it.”

Luzhkov banned the city’s first two gay pride parades this year and last year. When organisers responded by staging protest rallies, they were violently attacked by neo-fascists, skinheads, Christians and riot police.

Calgary mayor upsets gays

The mayor of Calgary, Alberta, Dave Bronconnier, upset gays by allegedly saying during a debate that he doesn’t “condone” the gay lifestyle.

When a questioner complained that Tourism Calgary promotes the city to gay travelers, Bronconnier responded, “I hear your lifestyle question, and that’s not something that I can condone, but Tourism Calgary, they have their marketing. ... Would it have been my choice for an article? Probably not.”

But the next day, Bronconnier said his response had been misunderstood — and that it was the question itself that he didn’t “condone.”

“The question was why are my tax dollars going to market this”, Bronconnier told the Calgary Herald. “She actually had the nerve to ask me if I didn’t think Calgary’s right to market our city to all groups, including people who are gay, so it’s sort of a trumped-up matter, in my view.”

Thousands march in Taiwan

Some 10,000 LGBT people hit the streets of Taipei on 13th Oct for the city’s fifth gay-pride parade.

The procession ended at City Hall with a rally and a performance by pop diva A-Mei.

The march’s demands included passage of anti-discrimination and same-sex-partnership legislation.

The parade, which also included parents and children of gays, is believed to be the largest such event in Asia.

Former mayor and current presidential candidate Ma Ying-jeou attended the pre-parade kickoff and promised that, if elected, he would push to enact the marchers’ demands.

ILGA, COC denounce Georgia, Azerbaijan

The European branch of the International Lesbian and Gay Association and the Dutch national gay group COC lectured the nations of Georgia and Azerbaijan on the responsibilities of European Union membership.

“Georgia and Azerbaijan must stop discrimination and incitement to hatred and put in place an inclusive anti-discrimination law in line with Council of Europe and EU standards if they aspire to EU membership”, the groups said in a detailed report on the position of LGBT people in the two South Caucasian countries.

“The reports illustrate the vulnerable position of LGBT communities and the systemic nature of human rights violations against them”, said ILGA-Europe Executive Director Patricia Prendiville. “This situation runs against Georgia and Azerbaijan’s obligations under the European Convention for Human Rights and against European Union laws and values these countries have to respect if they aspire to EU membership in the future.”

Venezuela moves to protect gays

A constitutional amendment to ban discrimination based on sexual orientation has passed a Venezuelan legislative committee and moved to the full National Assembly.

Should the measure and other proposed changes pass the assembly, they would advance to a national referendum in Dec.

Istanbul governor tries to terminate gay group

The Istanbul governor’s office is trying to close down the Turkish LGBT rights group Lambda Istanbul.

The office claims the group’s objectives — and even its name — are “against the law and morality.”

The Provincial Associates Directorate of the Governor’s Office, which reviews nongovernmental organizations, says Lambda’s projects violate a Civil Code article that says “no association may be founded for purposes against law and morality”.

A constitutional clause says that “[j]e state shall take the necessary measures and establish the necessary organization to ensure the peace and welfare of the family” and a law that authorizes suspension of organizations that contravene “public morality.

The office also says the name “Lambda Istanbul” is illegal because “lambda” is not a Turkish word.

The judge appointed a legal expert from Istanbul University to determine if Lambda’s claim that it is not violating any laws is valid.

Filed from Baton Rouge, Louisiana USA
**Sexual identity**

The word ‘gay’ first came into use in the early 20th century as a slang term for a man or woman who showed signs of being ‘different’ from the norm in terms of sexual orientation or gender expression. It was often used in a derogatory sense, and the term was reserved for men. The word ‘lesbian’ was not coined until the 1920s, and it was also initially used negatively.

**Gender identity**

Gender identity refers to the internal and personal experience of a person’s gender, regardless of their assigned sex at birth. Some people may identify as male, female, both, neither, or another gender.

**Sexual orientation**

Sexual orientation refers to a person’s sexual attraction to others. It can encompass a range of orientations, including heterosexual, gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, and others.

**Sexual expression**

Sexual expression refers to the ways in which individuals choose to express their sexuality, which can take many forms, including sexual activity, eroticism, sexual fantasies, and non-sexual interactions.

**Sexual satisfaction**

Sexual satisfaction refers to the positive feelings and experiences that individuals derive from sexual activity. It can be affected by factors such as relationship dynamics, communication, and physical and emotional well-being.

**Sexual health**

Sexual health refers to the overall health and well-being of an individual in the context of their sexual life. It includes physical, emotional, and social aspects, as well as the absence of sexual violence and the ability to make informed and consensual choices in sexual matters.

**Sexual rights**

Sexual rights refer to the fundamental rights of individuals to make decisions about their own bodies and to engage in consensual and safe sexual activity. These rights can include the right to access information, the right to choose sexual partners, and the right to express oneself sexually.

**Sexual abuse**

Sexual abuse refers to any sexual activity that is forced or coerced, and that involves harm or risk of harm to the person involved. It can take many forms, including physical, psychological, and emotional abuse.

**Sexual exploitation**

Sexual exploitation refers to any form of sexual activity that is used to take advantage of someone else, typically in exchange for money or other benefits. It can include prostitution, forced labor, and other forms of exploitation.

**Sexual violence**

Sexual violence refers to any form of sexual activity that is used to harm or control a person. It can include rape, sexual assault, and other forms of forced sexual activity.

**Sexual rights advocacy**

Sexual rights advocacy refers to the efforts of individuals and organizations to promote and protect sexual rights. This can include advocating for policies that protect sexual rights, as well as providing support and services to individuals who have experienced sexual violence or abuse.

**Sexual health promotion**

Sexual health promotion refers to efforts to improve the sexual health of individuals and communities. This can include providing information and education about sexual health, as well as promoting healthy sexual behaviors and relationships.
Off with his head!

Uncommon Reading

Even though it helps to have seen Cate Blanchett’s first portrayal of the young Elizabeth on hand to start you, it is not essential to appreciate the brilliance of ELIZABETH - THE GOLDEN AGE (12a). Count life in the 16th Century has been meticulously recreated, with extraordinary detail being devoted to costumes, settings and sets, often filmed in cathedrals, churches and other places. Much is made of the Queen and the Poet. What sort of milk and water independence is that? Nothing.

As the story opens, the Queen’s father, Henry VIII, has severed relations for the way he has put this one together. A one pretends he is heterosexual, and their mothers think the hospital in one is gay. How does this sound? So entertaining, and the cast are good at look.

I've spent my life watching drag acts, and there were none as entertaining as Acorn as Hinge and Bracken, Patrick Fyfe and George Logan created two mature ladies, the saxophone singer Dave Hildebrand, the manager Dr Evadne Hinge and Bracket, her pianist and pianist Brack and her pianist Dr Evadne Hinge, who stunned audiences at the 1974 "Eureka Entertainment". In this film, features two heterosexual former ferrets who pretend they are a gay couple to get insurance. If you can cope with the bad taste, it is funny.

The main difference between the opening of a comedy I NOW PRONOUNCE YOU CHUCK AND LARRY (12a) is a change in the setting. A film reviewer in ‘The Mail’ headed his piece “I now pronounce your career is in the doldrums. Here is the latest in the coffin of Adam Sandler’s movie career. At least I hope it is.” In a desperate plotline, this film features two heterosexual former ferrets who pretend they are a gay couple to get insurance. If you can cope with the bad taste, it is funny.

ACROSS THE UNIVERSE (12a) updates Beatles compositions with an American case, in a very polished musical with great choreography. It reminds us how incredibly clever their songs were.

THE BRAVE ONE (18) is a revenge drama, featuring Viggo Mortensen fighting after witnessing his fiancée suffering brutally murdered, and then being attacked himself. I actually enjoyed her justifiable causing violence. In concentration camps, Nazis officers make love to Jewish women and transform them. If a holiday trip there appeals, email him at holocausts.net.

If tough guys are your bag, you will be spoilt for choice in THE GREAT BOOKIE ROBBERY from Eureka Entertainment. In Australia, bookies seem to have a tougher time than most as the Melbourne cup is the most in the country.

Their women constantly complain they want a quiet life, and never seems when they are told “I'll write after the job”. It comes in three parts, so the tension just goes on and on!
Books for Men

Just A Boy
By R.W. Clinger
Published by Harrington Park Press

Just A Boy charts today's world, frightening, isn't it? But now imagine being a gay teenager in today's world, for answers, and just as desperately, a world in which no one can tell you what to do, a world of endless confusion and hopelessness, is it any wonder why young men feel so inadequate, and perhaps even tormented, in this world of lies and dead ends?

Tales of Travel Erotica for Gay Men, Vol.2
Edited by Raul Nicholas
Published by Aryan Publications

This is the long awaited sequel to John Patrick's erotic collection of stories about men who can't get enough. It is still just as hot and steamy as was the first book. It has been read by countless males all over the world, and the stories are still as fresh and as riveting as ever.

Insatiable/Unforgettable
Edited by John Patrick
Published by Starbooks

This book contains 30 stories of men in need, from the innocent and hesitant to the experienced and demanding. Each story is a journey into the heart and soul of a man, and each one is a testament to the power of love and desire.

Moneybags
By Jonathan Asche
Published by Starbooks

This is a collection of stories that explores the world of money and power, and the people who live on the edges of society. It is a book that explores the dark corners of the world, and the people who live there.

Mau Mau Survivor
By Neil P. skyaks
Published by Aryan Publications

This is the sequel to the best-selling memoir of a Kenyan Mau Mau survivor. It is a powerful and touching account of his experiences during the war, and his struggle for freedom.

The Dud of Wonderland
By Lee Thomas
Published by Aryan Publications

This is a collection of stories about the world of Wonderland, and the people who live there. It is a book that explores the many sides of life, and the people who make it up.

Women

Birch is a Nuisance
By Sean R. Borgen
Published by Suspect Thought Press

Birch is a nuisance, and he is always looking for ways to cause trouble. He is a troublemaker, and he is always looking for ways to disrupt the peace.

The Naked Drumming Kid
By Rhona Cameron
Published by Island Press

In an interesting parallel to Camero's own life, Rhona Cameron's character Kevri, a gay detective, finds himself involved in a murder investigation. He is trying to find the murderer, and he is doing it on his own.

Never Ending
By Jacei K. Marten
Published by Dryer Books

This is an exquisitely intimate memoir of the lives of a couple in love. It is a story of love and loss, and of the power of love to overcome all obstacles.

Books for Women

The Illustrious
By Francesc Mallorri Joris
Published by Cleo Press

This is a well written memoir, and an excellent read. It is a book that explores the world of gay women, and the many issues that they face.

Book Reviews
Dirk Kriete & Jodie Fleming

Just A Boy: A Wrenching, Wry and Often Hilarious

Just A Boy is a wrenching, wry and often hilarious look at what it's like to be a gay teenager in today's world, and what it's like to navigate the world of lies and lies.

Sexual Dissidence

Danny Whelan's Sexual Dissidence during his academic career, Danny Whelan's just rung me up for a chat while I was reading it.
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Everyone has an opinion on the newest addition to our scene, GhQ, which opened in a cloud of controversy last month. I attended the launch night of and was totally impressed. Sumptuous and decidedly decadent, this multi-scene venue features several rooms with their own DJs, all with a different “feel” which is created through variations in music and lighting. Scouring is abundant, consisting of leaflet leather couches and double-bed sized interiors, and so the opening of feedback, decided against the move. Approaching promoters of club nights features several rooms with their own DJs, in a cloud of controversy last month.

I attended the launch night of and was still rammed to the after seven on GHQ’s. Will they try to cater for our tastes, or will I attended the launch night of and was still rammed to the after seven on GHQ’s.

The only question I have over Vibe’s, and offering them a which opened due to the warm reception she received, she’s and sing. That CC Blooms unpretentious jump-around dancers “ which opened and sing. That CC Blooms unpretentious jump-around dancers “

I have to confess that I was a bit sceptical about the whole beauty contest idea. I don’t accept institutions set up by the patriarchy to remind women of each month: Stunners (adult performances by the Truly Truly spectacular. Every time I see them, I want to be able to dance like that! And Pax, who owns the company, performed a beautifully moving dance looking so thin ever.

Time flew by as the final 6 girls were lined up, then the final 3, and finally a winner was picked — Sarah, a bar tender at Planet Out. Everyone agreed that the right girl won. I’m sure I’m not alone in wishing her luck in representing our country when she attends the final of Miss Gay UK being held in Birmingham on Fri 9th Nov.

The judges were Danse from CC Blooms, Fran from Planet Out, Gayle from the local constabulary, Martin editor of Scoilay, and T’Cress who had all her hair cut off at the end of the competition, raising a very impressive £900 for Cancer Research UK.
Welcome to your glamour guide to all the gossip, grooves, sinners, shindigs, races, booties and nothing all that’s part and parcel of the Glasgow scene. All sprinkled with glories of course! I am Gary La Blonde - perhaps you’ve heard of me and Miss Silvey (very notorious than famous, not to miss our new青岛 too bad... under you want us to of course!).

The Glaswegian party scene is a demanding mistress but we just love it! We end up at The Tunnel (GI entry whereevers) near enough every Wed night, now forgetting to pop into The Polo for their Taze night. This usually results in a memory lapse, due to their delicious £1 drinks and £2 cocktails away to DJ Darren spinning all the latest café on Bell Street, where many a laugh can be seen. Now, if you have any memory cells left after their Corby specials at £1.50 a pop! If Benetto’s isn’t your scene, then the Polo being May be too your taste with its lounge premises, sexy bar staff and assorted rooms of dancefloors including the Trophy basement, which supplies all your cheezy pop needs! Though don’t do as we have and end up in a booth after midnight with a randy couple! Nights like this cannot be unseen! You have been warned ladies!

Brand new to the scene is the fabulous High Maintenance, which was previously in Benetto’s but is now going to be in Clinic (underneath the Italian Centre). Once a fortnight on a Wed, starring from 7th DJs, with more or less than Andy Perry on the decks. So if you like your beats banging, this is the place for you. Also expect the club night promoter Drew to be putting on all kinds of weird and wonderful themes (previously we have seen Heaven and Hell and Son of a Beach) and no end of high end homies dressing up and amusing to Junot your every whim! Delish! This is going to be one hot night out, and not just because we will find you there beating a move or two!

For those of you like Lady S, who like an occasional break from the scene but still in a gay friendly crowd, there are some funky alternative nights you should consider. A favourite of ours is Upper Gallery at The Art School, which is on the second Saturday of every month. This is the event where you wear your sunglasses at night, raid your mother’s make up bag and go down and dirty to electric beats! And the talent isn’t bad either! All about Death Discos at the Arches (£12 entry). Or do what those in the know do, and check out their website for special price passes. Death Discos is on the third Saturday of every month, with a host of different DJs and acts from all around Europe in an alternative and open minded environment!

Hopefully we will be seeing each and every one of you out and about at a Glasgow event soon! And remember, don’t be shy of your mother’ s sweater! In conclusion ladies, “your disco needs you” too!

Pink Noise is on in the Arches, in the front, on Sun. Again a fairly small space that allows an unusual level of comfort and relaxation. The music is mixed but on the chill side of the deck!

And last but no more means least! Prime Time’, organised by Gay Men’s Health - an afternoon for gentlemen who are 40 and over. The group meets in the centre every fortnight and will do much to make this an event that our count’s east of here. Call GMH for info on 0141-512 9122 or E-mail: gregord@mgnl.org.uk. As far as you are all aware I have been talking of a need for a social group in Glasgow for gay and bisexual men, I wish them every success.

Benetto’s is having its Halloween party on Wed 31st Oct at 11.30pm, 1st prize for best fancy dress is £100, second prize for tickets to Amy Winehouse at the Barrowlands. All drinks are £1.50 and DJ Grant Duff will be your host. South Shore is on the 27th Oct. The Arches has an exhibit of the work of Gregor Louden, up till Nov 7th, called ‘if destroyed still true’. Gregor describes himself as 30 and hailing from Livingston, and quite the new boy player! His main creation is ‘Gopher’, but my favourite work is ‘old town’. This artist has an edge almost street style about his work; although it is rare it is also technically brilliant! The work seems to move from comic form through to landscape paintings that are simple beautiful. The draughtsmanship in drawing is in a masterful, almost photographic form, the characters chatter and almost leap out at you. Have a sneaky look www.gregorlouden.com but please visit the scene!

Revolver still has its Tue quiz, Sun chill and no bears on Fri. Butch’s 5th birthday was one of highlights of the year with the opening of their ‘boots bar’, the idea is from the USA, you strip down to the needy and gymy! Yes Duff is still shot - leave me alone! It might open by emoji, from my lips to the ears etc! I have a plea from OurStory, if you have space.

For those of you like Lady S, who like an occasional break from the scene but still in a gay friendly crowd, there are some funky alternative nights you should consider. A favourite of ours is Upper Gallery at The Art School, which is on the second Saturday of every month. This is the event where you wear your sunglasses at night, raid your mother’s make up bag and go down and dirty to electric beats! And the talent isn’t bad either! All about Death Discos at the Arches (£12 entry). Or do what those in the know do, and check out their website for special price passes. Death Discos is on the third Saturday of every month, with a host of different DJs and acts from all around Europe in an alternative and open minded environment!

Hopefully we will be seeing each and every one of you out and about at a Glasgow event soon! And remember, don’t be shy of your mother’ s sweater! In conclusion ladies, “your disco needs you” too!

Pink Noise is on in the Arches, in the front, on Sun. Again a fairly small space that allows an unusual level of comfort and relaxation. The music is mixed but on the chill side of the deck!

And last but no more means least! Prime Time’, organised by Gay Men’s Health - an afternoon for gentlemen who are 40 and over. The group meets in the centre every fortnight and will do much to make this an event that our count’s east of here. Call GMH for info on 0141-512 9122 or E-mail: gregord@mgnl.org.uk. As far as you are all aware I have been talking of a need for a social group in Glasgow for gay and bisexual men, I wish them every success.

Benetto’s is having its Halloween party on Wed 31st Oct at 11.30pm, 1st prize for best fancy dress is £100, second prize for tickets to Amy Winehouse at the Barrowlands. All drinks are £1.50 and DJ Grant Duff will be your host. South Shore is on the 27th Oct. The Arches has an exhibit of the work of Gregor Louden, up till Nov 7th, called ‘if destroyed still true’. Gregor describes himself as 30 and hailing from Livingston, and quite the new boy player! His main creation is ‘Gopher’, but my favourite work is ‘old town’. This artist has an edge almost street style about his work; although it is rare it is also technically brilliant! The work seems to move from comic form through to landscape paintings that are simple beautiful. The draughtsmanship in drawing is in a masterful, almost photographic form, the characters chatter and almost leap out at you. Have a sneaky look www.gregorlouden.com but please visit the scene!

Revolver still has its Tue quiz, Sun chill and no bears on Fri. Butch’s 5th birthday was one of highlights of the year with the opening of their ‘boots bar’, the idea is from the USA, you strip down to the needy and gymy! Yes Duff is still shot - leave me alone! It might open by emoji, from my lips to the ears etc! I have a plea from OurStory, if you have space.

For those of you like Lady S, who like an occasional break from the scene but still in a gay friendly crowd, there are some funky alternative nights you should consider. A favourite of ours is Upper Gallery at The Art School, which is on the second Saturday of every month. This is the event where you wear your sunglasses at night, raid your mother’s make up bag and go down and dirty to electric beats! And the talent isn’t bad either! All about Death Discos at the Arches (£12 entry). Or do what those in the know do, and check out their website for special price passes. Death Discos is on the third Saturday of every month, with a host of different DJs and acts from all around Europe in an alternative and open minded environment!

Hopefully we will be seeing each and every one of you out and about at a Glasgow event soon! And remember, don’t be shy of your mother’ s sweater! In conclusion ladies, “your disco needs you” too!
**November DIARY**

**Sat 22nd Sep - Sun 13th Jan (2008) at 10am/11am**

- **Kylie - The Exhibition**
  - Kelvinrove Art Gallery and Museum
  - FREE Visual Art

**Fri 12th Oct - Sat 10th Nov at 7pm**

- **Beyond The Surface**
  - Andrew Printer
  - Street Level Photoworks
  - FREE Visual Art

**Wed 31st Oct - Sat 3rd Nov at 8pm**

- **Little Johnny’s Big Gay Musical**
  - Johnny McKnight
  - The Arches
  - £3 (£2) Theatre

**Fri 3rd Nov - Sat 3rd Nov at 7.30pm**

- **Palmstar Poppy**
  - David Paul Jones
  - Tron Theatre
  - £10 Music

**Sat 11th Nov at 8pm**

- **Ladies Night of Comedy**
  - Zoe Lyons
  - The Stand
  - £6 (£4) Comedy

**Wed 7th Nov at 7.30pm**

- **Wicked Wenches**
  - Zoe Lyons
  - The Stand
  - £6 (£4) Comedy

**Thu 8th Nov at 10pm**

- **Licence Pending**
  - Drew Taylor
  - Tron Theatre
  - £5 Comedy

**Fri 9th Nov at 7.30pm**

- **Big Gay Prom**
  - The Belle Star Band
  - St Andrews in the Square
  - £15 Traditional Dance

**Sat 10th Nov at 10pm**

- **Craig Hill**
  - Tron Theatre
  - £12.50 (£10) Comedy

**Sat 10th Nov at 11pm**

- **Cock Rock & Frock**
  - Utter Gutter
  - Art School
  - £10 Nightclub

**Sun 11th Nov at 7.30pm**

- **Grumpy Old Women Live**
  - Avalon Theatre Royal
  - £23 Comedy

**Sun 11th Nov at 7.30pm**

- **Scott Capurro’s Premature Gift**
  - The Stand
  - £9 (£7) Comedy

**Sun 11th Nov at 7.30pm**

- **Scott Capurro**
  - The Stand
  - £9 (£7) Comedy

**Come dy Explosion**

- The Stand
- Sun 4th Nov at 7.30pm
- An evening of riotous repartee and bare-faced cheek with gay & gay-friendly comics.
- Stars Jonathan Mayor & Charlie Ross (pictured) with Susan Calman & Scott Agnew.

**Wicked Wench**

- The Stand
- Wed 7th Nov at 7.30pm
- Ladies Night of Comedy with Zoe Lyons (pictured) & Lucy Porter compared by the wonderful Susan Calman.

**Glasgay 2007 runs until Sun 11th Nov 2007**

**COMEDY**

**The Luvvies**

- The LGBT Community Theatre Company
- sponsors arts coverage in Scots Gay Magazine
Aberdeen

obar dheachain

Here we go with another round up from Aberdeen and North Scotland.

This 1st Nov marks the anniversary of Terrence Higgins Trust coming to Aberdeen and Fri 14th Oct saw them having a first birthday party at their offices in Aberdeen. Nick Parridge and Paul Ward (CEO and Deputy CEO of Terrence Higgins Trust) were in Aberdeen for the event, as was Alisa Spindler, Manager of THT Highland.

Grampian Police are organising an event for LGBT, the group for lesbian, gay, bisexual or transgender under 25. It will be on Sat 16th Nov and will be a short course on safety in the community, and how to deal with a homophobic attack. Zoe Nixon, a scene of crime officer recently seen on BBC2’s Scene of Crime, will be giving a demonstration of the techniques she uses in detecting crime. There was talk of calling this part CSI Aberdeen, but I am not sure if there was agreement on that!

There has recently been a revamp of the homophobic crime remote reporting service, including many new ways including electronically of reporting homophobic incidents to the police, without having to talk directly to them. It will also be available to LGBT folk in Elgin for the first time apparently. Watch this space for news. In the meantime if you have been a victim of a homophobic incident you can still report it this through THT Grampian. Call Alan on 0845 241 2151 or Email confidential.aberdeen@tth.org.uk for more information.

I would like to pass on a huge welcome to Anaíla Vincent-Uquí, the new Admin Assistant at THT. Call to THT offices on Mon, Tue and Wed to look at the new photographic exhibition by 13 Arts, browse through dear diary or read the latest Gay Times and Diva magazines and be welcomed by Anaíla with a smile and a fantastic cup of Fair Trade tea or coffee.

Foundation has got a few theme nights planned over the next month. Fri 2nd Nov is the Rocky Horror VS Pracilla Queen of the Desert night a fantastic night of lunch, camp and drag! Sat 3rd Nov see a Pit From the fabulous Hannah Jines, the diva that sang most of the Jim from the Queen as Folk TV Series. She is very worth seeing. For more info become a member of the Foundation page at www.bello.com/foundation@hotmail.com. Check out the club and see the special offers at the club. The night will be decorated whilst DJ Steve provides all the cheese and chart that you could ever want! Fabulous drinks prices and all you fabulously dressed people - this is going to be a night not to be missed!!

www.myspace.com/cheersbar for more info and to see some of Marty’s Fantastic photos… I’ll be getting him to write a section for me soon the amount of mentions you got young mans!

A quick reminder for everyone that Fri 16th Nov sees the very first Studio 54 night at the Tunnels – see Evening of outer discs, decadence and delights of the night. Transvestites, Sequin Queens, Glamour Girls, Ladies Men and Drag Divas are intensively featured. Fabulously dressed ladies – Heather Linn has RSVP’d and is currently organising a shopping trip from her rehab clinic to Princes St to get a Glossgal to reign for the evening! Entry is only £3 on the night. For more info and to keep up to date you can… get a get in… join the Bello page @ www.bello.com/shaggyhellavants

Wellmans on Holburn Street is the city’s gay sauna, open Monday to Saturday. They recently held a theme night and plan to hold more in the near future. For more information you can get them a call on Aberdeen (01224) 21491 or visit the website www.wellmanshealthstudio.co.uk

That should be everything right up to date for Aberdeen. I can only see an eye on g-zone.net for up to date events info and to discuss whatever you want on the message boards.

Time to head north up to Moray & Inverness for a quick run down of what they have planned up there over the next month.

Moray LGBT group will be meeting on Sat 17th Nov in Elgin. For more information you can e-mail andi@morayyouth.org.uk. They are still trying to get this group up and running and get activities started so please feel free to get in touch if you have any suggestions for us to take on board.

The team @ THT Highland are busy as ever with a packed programme of events throughout November and early December. Tue 6th Nov is the monthly LGBT Lunch Drop in between 12.30-2 pm and have your lunch whilst browsing brochures, chatting to the team and make some new friends. Tea, Coffee and soup are provided by the trust.

7-9pm on Wed 14th Nov the T Group (those who identify as Transgender - in all its varieties) are having a make up session with Professional make up artist Ronald Film. Last time I saw Ronald was Inverness Pride a few years ago. He is a fantastic guy and THT continue the great work that Ronald did for Back Out Highland. Wed 21st Nov between 4-6pm young people have the chance to drop in, chat, read magazines and get advice from the team. The L Group will be viewing the film ‘when the night is falling’ on Tue 27th Nov between 7-9pm. This is a chance to get together with other lesbians over a film and then chat or discuss the film afterwards.

Terrence Higgins Trust Scotland together with Highland Sexual Health is setting up a support network for HIV+ people in the Highland area. They would like to provide HIV+ people with support and activities that can contribute to their overall well-being. They can provide not only with excellent medical care but also with support and services that make living with HIV a less stressful experience. Hopefully it can contribute to their overall well-being and happiness. HIV+ people who are interested in this initiative can contact THT using the information below.

From now on people can find lists of information about the activities and services from THT Highland by viewing the unique blog http://bebo.com/dunnet

World AIDS Day - 1st Dec 2007

Along with other HIV and LGBT activists, THT Scotland will be celebrating World AIDS Day. Contact your nearest THT centre for more information on their activities.

THT Scotland - Grampian services
0845 241 2151
THT Scotland - Glasgow & West services
0141-322 3838
THT Scotland - Highland services
Inverness (01463) 711585

That should be everything right up to date for North Scotland for another month! If you have any page that you want to be included in the columns get in touch with me via e-mail - andi@bello.co.uk.
**Men**

**Silly Spoons Spanking Sally**

If you’re over 30, let me spank those shiny knickers off you. I’m in Flat 1, 17 Telford Street, Glasgow. (£65 NOQ).** **Make sure you order a spank, I know what I’ll be doing to you.**

**Andrew**

If you’re over 30 and you want a good spank, meet me in Flat 1, 17 Telford Street, Glasgow. (£65 NOQ).** **Make sure you order a spank, I know what I’ll be doing to you.**

**MascLED**

**Guy with big cock & muscle**

**Guy with big cock & muscle**

- Handsome
- Over 6’2
- Fit
- Hairy legs
- Muscular
- Big
- Firm
- Nice ass
- Good cock
- Great style
- Classy

**Box SG78031.**

**PPI**

**Girl friends to go to the pub & play around.**
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MEN

Dressing As Required

Sociable Uniform, slim, leggy, convincing TV image, who enjoys fetishism and sex with mature males. Phone 09066 556612 - Number 7078.

Special Interests

40 years old with ‘specialist interests’ looking for 25-35 year old in the Aberdeen area. Phone 09066 556612 - Number 7079.

TV Sunday Female

Cheryle is 42 years old, very genuine, 5’7” tall, slim and a fairly convincing TV from Aberdeen. Call her on 09066 556612 - Number 7074.

Total Submissive Required

I am a mature guy living in Glasgow and looking for a lady aged 25 to 60, height 5’7” to 5’11” although these are not strict, must be clean in stored over. Must be very mature and have a place in my presence i.e. completely submissive and humble. I must not have baggage and be available to start an outlet his working hours. It would not be a 247 situation - but must be happy with this. Any other aspect it will seem like it. Me, I’m a very shy and introverted guy, but don’t show it. Public - is very keen, but when in the working environment, I will be very sharp. I am an athletic build. He is 6 feet tall, with the right house and car, hobbies included, football, the gym, public, clubs, sights in and out is looking to meet someone 18-28 years old for a friendship relationship. Phone 09066 556612 - Number 7077.

Sweaty Male 32 years old, straight and looking. He is 6 feet tall, with the right house and car, hobbies included, football, the gym, public, clubs, sights in and out is looking to meet someone 18-28 years old for a friendship relationship. Phone 09066 556612 - Number 7076.

Scrawny Guy 32 years old, straight and looking. He is 6 feet tall, with the right house and car, hobbies included, football, the gym, public, clubs, sights in and out is looking to meet someone 18-28 years old for a friendship relationship. Phone 09066 556612 - Number 7075.

Smartly Dressed 32 years old, looking for a partner. He is 6 feet tall, with the right house and car, hobbies included, football, the gym, public, clubs, sights in and out is looking to meet someone 18-28 years old for a friendship relationship. Phone 09066 556612 - Number 7074.

Spiky Guy 5’10” tall, cool and looking. He is 6 feet tall, with the right house and car, hobbies included, football, the gym, public, clubs, sights in and out is looking to meet someone 18-28 years old for a friendship relationship. Phone 09066 556612 - Number 7073.

Spicy Male 32 years old, straight and looking. He is 6 feet tall, with the right house and car, hobbies included, football, the gym, public, clubs, sights in and out is looking to meet someone 18-28 years old for a friendship relationship. Phone 09066 556612 - Number 7072.

Mature Guy 30 years old looking for a partner. He is 6 feet tall, with the right house and car, hobbies included, football, the gym, public, clubs, sights in and out is looking to meet someone 18-28 years old for a friendship relationship. Phone 09066 556612 - Number 7071.

Mature Guy 35 years old looking for a partner. He is 6 feet tall, with the right house and car, hobbies included, football, the gym, public, clubs, sights in and out is looking to meet someone 18-28 years old for a friendship relationship. Phone 09066 556612 - Number 7070.

Jock 30

Joe from Lanarkshire has a slim build and describes himself as being 30 years old, boyish looking and athletic. He likes keeping fit and has a good sense of humour. He is looking for a slim, television-type TV between 20 and 50 years of age. “If you’re out there, give me a call.” Phone 09066 556612 - Number 7069.

Horny Uncle

40 years old into leather. He is looking for someone well-built and has a good sense of humour. He is looking for a slim, television-type TV between 20 and 50 years of age. “If you’re out there, give me a call.” Phone 09066 556612 - Number 7068.

Horny 40 year old would like to meet guys who are local. Phone 09066 556612 - Number 6978.

Horny 40 year old looking for an assertive guy or sub. Phone 09066 556612 - Number 6979.

Horny 42 year old wearing leatherbelts.”I love the strictness of the whole thing. I am looking for someone with a good sense of humour. He is looking for a slim, television-type TV between 20 and 50 years of age. “If you’re out there, give me a call.” Phone 09066 556612 - Number 6977.

Horny 40 year old into dressing for fun and looking for someone who would like to meet a mature guy, into dressing for fun and for Scallylads in tracksuitbottoms and maybe a leatherbelts.”I love the strictness of the whole thing. He is looking for a slim, television-type TV between 20 and 50 years of age. “If you’re out there, give me a call.” Phone 09066 556612 - Number 6976.

Horny Guy 40 year old looking for someone who would like to meet a mature guy, into dressing for fun and for Scallylads in tracksuitbottoms and maybe a leatherbelts.”I love the strictness of the whole thing. He is looking for a slim, television-type TV between 20 and 50 years of age. “If you’re out there, give me a call.” Phone 09066 556612 - Number 6975.

Horny 40 year old looking for someone who would like to meet a mature guy, into dressing for fun and for Scallylads in tracksuitbottoms and maybe a leatherbelts.”I love the strictness of the whole thing. He is looking for a slim, television-type TV between 20 and 50 years of age. “If you’re out there, give me a call.” Phone 09066 556612 - Number 6974.

Horny 40 year old looking for someone who would like to meet a mature guy, into dressing for fun and for Scallylads in tracksuitbottoms and maybe a leatherbelts.”I love the strictness of the whole thing. He is looking for a slim, television-type TV between 20 and 50 years of age. “If you’re out there, give me a call.” Phone 09066 556612 - Number 6973.
FITLADS.net
CHAT FORUMS, DATING AND MEETS FOR REAL LADS INTO REAL LADS

Free membership Unlimited messages
Unlimited profile views Videos Unlimited picture views - even
the cock shots... join for free @ www.fitlads.net

MODEL: BENESSEX
(FITLADS MEMBER)